
EMI - SA2.6 Task :
“This task consists in the setup and maintenance of distributed testbeds for the project continuos 
integration and testing operations and the coordination and provision of large-scale testbeds from 
collaborating resource providers.”
Success Criteria: Availability and reliability metrics of the execution nodes
Partners: INFN, CERN, CESNET, JUELICH (was FZJ), ICM(volunteer)

Premise
The following is a survey about current status of integration testing testbed provision/ 
tools/procedures/practises for middleware stacks involved in EMI project.

From EMI DOW above, SA2.6 task will be in charge of providing testbeds for integration testing in 
EMI. After preliminary discussion concerning testbeds, this should imply providing testbeds for:

• integration testing within a minor release (no backward compatibility broken), so that a RC 
service can be tested VS other services in production. This imply a distributed testbed of 
production services available for each middleware stack. This could also imply cases of RC vs 
other RC or RC vs (RC + production).

• integration testing for a major release (you may have new features or backward compatibility 
broken for many services). This imply a testbed of ?VERSION? services available for each 
middleware stack, so basically this means providing HW for PT to install many RC services and 
see what happens.

• integration testing among middlewares (glite/ARC/Unicore) but this is not coming shortly, i 
guess. 

• large-scale tests, this will involve volunteers partners providing resources for the test.

The certification of a service in insulation before integration is in charge of PT.  Actually it is still to be 
clarified where does integration testing starts for each PT. 

Testbeds available mean:

• Available HW resources: server with OS installed (one among agreed platforms), and root 
access to the server for testers, who are in charge of service installation / configuration

• For large-scale tests testbed means production environment simulation (services interaction, 
distributed pool of users, production like usage of services) 

• Communication channels / procedures to request a testbed and to involve people in providing 
HW resource

Exact definition of duties and modalities for  providing such a testbed will be also discussed with EMI-
SA1/JRA1 and will be the object of a draft model for matching testbed requirements outlined above.

With the above general framework in mind I would ask you to answer the following questions to gain 
insight about actual solutions/procedures/practices/tools/experience currently in use in 
Arc/Unicore/gLite for integration testing and testbed. 

Since questions below can appear either too general/open or too specific depending on our provenance 
projects/ experience, feel free to integrate with information you consider pertinent or not to answer to 
some questions you feel “uncomfortable” with.



Person compiling the Survey
Name :
Site/ Institute :
Middleware Stack (gLite, Unicore, ARC): 
Area of competence/ relevant experience:

Integration testing procedures/practices currently used at your site / in your middleware stack 
project

• How is SW component integration testing currently carried on in your middleware stack? - Note 
that here we intend integration as the phase in which individual software modules are combined 
and tested as a group.
◦ Is there a defined procedure adopted for integration testing? Could you shortly describe it?
◦ Is there any documentation available about the procedure? (provide an accessible link if 

possible).
◦ Are there any  “best practices” defined regarding integration testing activity you would 

suggest to adopt?
◦ Are there any specific requirements for your middleware testing with implications in 

integration testing that EMI should take into account?
◦ Do you have experience of dealing with tests involving RC services vs production or vs 

other RC services? How frequent is that situation in your middleware project?
◦ Do you have any established SW component preview/pilot procedures for other developers / 

to involve user communities in large scale testing activities? Can you describe it?
◦ Are there any automated tools supporting testing activity (activity tracking tools, test 

logbook)
• Is there a defined unit of people in charge of integration testing?
• Is there a clear definition of when integration testing starts for services in your middleware?
• Free comments 

Integration testbeds currently used at your site / in your middleware stack project

• How many SW components does your middleware stack have? 
• On what platform are they currently deployed?
• Do you think virtual servers are fit for deploying all of your middleware stack SW components?
• Can you provide an estimate of HW currently available for integration testing in your 

institution/middleware project?
• Does the available HW cover the integration testing needs?
• Is there a policy for scheduling/booking testbed resources in case of concurrent usage from 

different PT?
• Are there any automated tools for monitoring testbeds availability / usage
• Are there any automated tools for testbeds “on demand” creation?
• Is there an established procedure or communication channel for recruiting volunteers / HW 

resources for testing activity?
• Can you estimate the effort for providing/maintaining HW resources for your integration 

testbed?
• Free comments 


